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SLOPER CIRCULAR ACQUIRED BY N.P.M.   By M.Harp. 

During 1993 the National Postal Museum (NPM) acquired a perfin  
circular issued by Joseph Sloper. The item was originally  
featured in the National Postal Museum Review of 1993. The NPM  
has given our society permission to reproduce this item and it is  
shown opposite slightly reduced (actual size 128.5 mm x 209.5 mm). 

The printed circular is clearly an early one and probably dates  
from around 1870. The mint penny red stuck at the top has a GR/W  
perfin (G4350.02) and is from plate 96 so it could put the date of  
the circular as early as 1869. The address of "Walbrook House"  
also confirms the early nature of this circular. 

The circular also has at either side two further examples of  
Sloper non philatelic work. The NPM believes that the two  
annotations at the top and bottom of the circular were made by  
Joseph Sloper himself and it would be interesting to compare these  
with known copies of his handwriting. 

The top inscription reads, "To J. Clutson Esquire with J. Slopers 
compliments" and the lower one, "The Post Office has adopted the  
system for money orders etc. etc." The bulk of the text reports  
a case of theft of stamps in Manchester and then explains how stamps 
perforated by Sloper's system could avoid this. As far as I know  
this circular has not been reported before. It is pleasing to see  
that the NPM is recognising the important part played by Sloper's 
invention by acquiring this piece for the museum. 

*       *       *       * 

MEMBERS' WANTS 

STELLAN  SWENSON,  ODONBARSWAGEN  32,  S-293  41 
OLOFSTROM, SWEDEN 

wants:-  1d RED with underprint and perfin on same stamp. 

Quality for exhibition: top price paid for top quality. 

*      *      * 

Our Secretary, DAVE HILL, has a non-member contact who has about 
200 perfins from the turn of the century. He wants to swap for 1841 1d red 
browns.  Write direct to Dave. 

*      *      * 
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